Objective: To assess the impact of implementing a dedicated Patient Safety and Quality Improvement (PSQI) curriculum for otolaryngology residents.

Methods: Residents in two otolaryngology residency programs were recruited to participate in the study. Residents at institution A (intervention group) participated in a formal, newly developed, year-long PSQI curriculum. Residents at institution B (control group) participated in traditional, morbidity, and mortality conference-based PSQI education, with no formal curriculum in place. Curriculum participants completed anonymous surveys to assess learner satisfaction. Validated instruments were administered to assess for changes in resident confidence in the ability to develop PSQI projects, their attitudes toward patient safety, and PSQI-related knowledge. The number and quality of PSQI-related resident projects were also assessed.

Results: Survey responses demonstrated excellent learner satisfaction with the curriculum. Based on validated instrument-based responses, both programs demonstrated similar confidence scores ($P = 0.05$), safety attitudes ($P = 0.82$), and PSQI knowledge ($P = 0.29$) at the beginning of the year. The residents of institution A demonstrated significant improvement in confidence ($P = 0.00009$) and knowledge ($P = 0.0006$) after completing the curriculum, with no improvement noted for residents at institution B in either confidence ($P = 0.06$) or knowledge ($P = 0.79$). Neither program demonstrated improvement in attitudes toward patient safety at the end of the year-long curriculum.

Conclusion: Implementing a formal curriculum dedicated to PSQI led to an improvement in PSQI-related project development confidence and PSQI knowledge. Attitudes toward safety did not improve over the course of a year. Longer-term studies involving multiple institutions and other interventions are needed to evaluate the impact and duration of changes that occur.
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INTRODUCTION

In its landmark report To Err Is Human, the Institute of Medicine reported that up to 98 thousand people die in the United States each year due to preventable health care-related causes. As a result, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) recently updated postgraduate training by incorporating patient safety and quality improvement (PSQI) requirements into its core graduation competencies. Furthermore, as part of the Next Accreditation System, graduate medical education (GME)-sponsoring institutions are required to undergo Clinical Learning Environment Review site visits, which primarily aim to determine whether these institutions’ learning environments provide training in safe, high-quality patient care. This training now impacts professional practice in a practical way; the American Board of Otolaryngology now incorporates PSQI-reporting requirements into its Maintenance of Certification processes.

Since 2000, a growing body of literature has investigated PSQI education in GME, with notable progress in surgical disciplines in recent years. Nonetheless, PSQI education rarely appeared in otolaryngology literature until 2016. We therefore developed and implemented a formal PSQI curriculum for otolaryngology residents and compared outcomes against a matched control program using validated instruments. We predicted that residents participating in the PSQI curriculum would report improved confidence in developing PSQI projects, improved attitudes toward patient safety, and greater PSQI knowledge relative to residents not exposed to a formal curriculum.9,18,20,21
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This project was exempted by the institutional review boards of the two sponsoring institutions, Temple University Hospital (institution A, intervention program) and Montefiore Medical Center (institution B, control program).

Curriculum Development
Prior to implementation of the PSQI curriculum, institution A based its PSQI education on morbidity and mortality (M&M) conference discussions, with no didactic or experiential curriculum. The formal PSQI curriculum was based on the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s (IHI) online module series, an expansion of their Open School Basic Certificate curriculum, as detailed in the online supplement (Appendix I and II). No formal PSQI curriculum was in place at institution B; resident education was based solely on regularly scheduled M&M conferences.

For the experiential component of the curriculum, residents at institution A were expected to develop projects related to safety and quality and to submit a formal proposal for each project. Residents at institution B were not specifically instructed to develop PSQI projects, but their program director requested proposals from any residents who worked on a PSQI-related project, whether for research or for quality improvement purposes.

Assessment Tools
Assessment of the PSQI curriculum was based on the Kirkpatrick model, which consists of four evaluation levels: 1) reaction, 2) learning, 3) behavior, and 4) results.22 Assessment of PSQI curricula may identify changes in confidence (Kirkpatrick level 2A) and attitudes toward safety (level 2A), measurable changes in knowledge (level 2B), and development and implementation of projects (level 4). Objective assessment of behavior change (level 3) is difficult but relies on observed behavioral adjustments such as increased “near-miss” episodes identified by residents. The Quality Improvement Confidence Instrument (QICI); Safety Attitudes Questionnaire (SAQ); Quality Improvement Knowledge Assessment Tool-Revised (QIKAT-R); and Quality Improvement Proposal Assessment Tool-7 (QIPAT-7) were selected as validated instruments measuring resident confidence, safety attitudes, knowledge, and PSQI project know-how.23–27 Learner reaction to the curriculum (Kirkpatrick level 1) was assessed using anonymous, Likert scale-based online surveys assessing resident opinions of each assigned web-based module, distributed via the Survey Monkey platform. An online supplement details these assessment methods (Appendix III).

Study Protocol
At institution A, residents from all five postgraduate year (PGY) levels enrolled in the Patient Safety and Quality Improvement curriculum during one academic year. Survey responses were compared to those of residents from institution B, which cares for a similar patient population (urban, academic tertiary referral center, primarily Medicaid-based). Institution B residents did not participate in a formal PSQI curriculum beyond standard departmental M&M conference.

Pre- and postcurriculum assessments (QICI, SAQ, and QIKAT-R) were administered to residents and faculty of both groups according to the protocol depicted in Figure 1. Residents completed all three instruments at both time points, whereas faculty only completed the SAQ. Faculty were included in order to assess the safety culture for the department as a whole (beyond the residency program). Completed QIKAT-R and PSQI project proposals were graded by three reviewers (S.N.B., M.J., B., K.B.) who were blinded both to the institution and to whether the form was completed at the beginning or end of the academic year. The QICI and SAQ were collected without identifying information, except for notation of time point and institution. The SAQ asked individuals to identify as a resident or faculty physician.

Statistical Analysis
Results of the QICI, SAQ, and QIKAT-R were compared between pre- and postcurriculum implementation and across institutions A and B using two-tailed Student t tests, with P values < 0.05 considered significant. Paired t tests were used to compare mean pre- and postcurriculum scores for each institution, and equal variance was assumed in these comparisons. The same analysis was performed to compare postcurriculum QIKAT-R scores between institutions. Individual results were not tested against one another due to anonymized survey collection and because not all residents completed postintervention questionnaires, thus making analysis for causation over time not possible. QIPAT-7 and postmodule completion online survey results were analyzed using descriptive statistics.

RESULTS
QICI, SAQ, and QIKAT-R completion rates for residents (n = 11) in the intervention group (institution A) were 100% for each instrument, both before and after curriculum implementation. Faculty SAQ completion rates at the same institution (n = 12) were 83% before and 75% after curriculum implementation. Instrument completion rates for the institution B residents (n = 20) were 90% for each instrument at the beginning of the academic year.
and 50% at year-end. Faculty SAQ completion rates at institution B (n = 20) were 60% at the beginning of the year and 65% at year-end.

**Learner Reaction to Curriculum (Kirkpatrick Level 1)**

Web-based module completion rate for institution A residents was 100% for all modules. Following each classroom session module, evaluation questionnaires were anonymously distributed to institution A residents via Survey Monkey. The mean survey completion rate for all 17 evaluation questionnaires was 62%, with a range of 27% to 100% (mode 82%). Figure 2 displays results for all 17 modules. The majority of residents responded that modules were “very” or “extremely” worthwhile (67%), appropriate for online delivery (54%), clear and easy to understand (75%), and of appropriate length (63%).

**Changes in Confidence (Kirkpatrick Level 2A)**

The QICI evaluates resident confidence in the six steps of PSQI project development and implementation. Figure 3 and Table I show mean responses ranging from 1 (“not at all confident”) to 5 (“very confident”) for each program at each step, as well as overall confidence scores (average of all six steps).

Institution A’s mean overall precurriculum confidence score indicated overall neutral to low confidence (2.93 [95% confidence interval (CI) = 2.76–3.11]). Institution B’s mean overall precurriculum confidence levels suggested slightly better than neutral confidence (3.32 [95% CI = 3.20–3.44]).

By the end of the curriculum, institution A mean overall confidence levels increased significantly to 3.94 (95% CI = 3.86–4.03, $P = 0.00009$). In addition, each
individual subscale improved significantly. Institution B, however, had stable confidence levels, decreasing in one area. The mean overall confidence score (3.12 [95% CI = 3.04–3.19]) showed no statistical difference compared to the mean precurriculum score (3.32 [P = 0.065]).

Changes in Attitudes Toward Safety (Kirkpatrick Level 2A)

The SAQ assesses seven safety climate subscales as well as the overall safety attitude climate from a respondent’s viewpoint, with scores ≥ 75 indicating a positive climate. Figure 4 (residents) and Figure 5 (faculty) list the SAQ results for both institutions’ residents and faculty.

Institution A demonstrated an overall resident safety attitudes climate score of 68 prior to curriculum implementation. The baseline climate subscores were essentially similar to those seen for institution B (P = 0.82). The overall resident safety attitudes score and all subscale scores for institution A were unchanged for its residents’ postcurriculum (all P > 0.05). Similarly, overall safety climate was unchanged over the academic year for institution B residents (P = 0.71), with no significant changes in any subscale (all P > 0.05).

Regarding faculty SAQ responses, for institution A the precurriculum overall climate responses averaged 59. This showed no improvement at year end (P = 0.265). Only one subscale showed significant change; safety climate improved by 18.8 points (P = 0.02). At institution B, the overall safety attitudes climate score and climate subscales for faculty were unchanged (P > 0.05 for all).

Changes in Knowledge (Kirkpatrick Level 2B)

The QIKAT-R is designed to objectively assess knowledge of fundamental PSQI concepts. Responses from residents at both institutions were graded on a scale of 0 (worst possible score) to 27 (perfect score) (Fig. 6) (Supporting Table SI, available online). Prior to PSQI curriculum implementation, institution A’s mean QIKAT-R score (13.97 [95% CI = 11.04–16.90]) was statistically no different from that of institution B (12.35 [P = 0.29, 95% CI = 7.02–17.68]). After completing the curriculum, the mean QIKAT-R scores for institution A for all residents improved 8.23 points (P = 0.0006) to 22.15 (95% CI = 18.04–26.26).
CI = 18.52–25.79). In contrast, institution B’s residents mean precurriculum score was essentially unchanged (12.77, [P = 0.79, 95% CI = 9.84–15.70]). Therefore, post-curriculum scores were significantly higher at institution A when compared to institution B (P = 0.0000015).

Project Development (Kirkpatrick Level 4)

A total of four PSQI project proposals were submitted throughout the course of the curriculum as residents developed project ideas (Supporting Table SII, available online), and all four projects are currently in mid-implementation phase. All proposals were developed by residents at institution A. Each was evaluated using the QIPAT-7 mechanism. On a scale of 7 (poorest possible quality) to 35 (highest possible quality), these proposals received scores ranging from 13 to 23. All proposal scores fell into the “meets expectations” category, and none were classified as “exceed expectations.”

DISCUSSION

We investigated the impact of a year-long PSQI curriculum on residents’ confidence, attitudes, and knowledge of PSQI relative to a matched control program. Kirkpatrick level 1 evaluation ("reaction") demonstrated a positive learner reaction to the web-based module component of the curriculum. Over half of institution A’s residents reported the course material was “very” or “extremely” worthwhile. They similarly endorsed that the content was clear and easy to understand, and the information was appropriate for online delivery.

Kirkpatrick level 2A evaluation ("confidence") via the QICI showed initial neutral-to-low levels of confidence
for PSQI project development for both resident groups. At year end, institution A’s residents showed significantly improved confidence scores in all six project development steps. Scores increased from “neutral” to “confident” range for all steps, whereas institution B’s residents remained “neutral.” Kirkpatrick level 2A evaluation (“attitudes”) via the SAQ demonstrated a lack of positive overall safety attitudes culture in both institutions among both residents and faculty. At year’s end, this measure remained essentially unchanged, with the notable exception of perceived safety climate improvement as noted by the faculty of institution A. Thus, gains in PSQI knowledge are not necessarily accompanied by improvement in departmental attitudes, although increased resident interest and involvement in PSQI may impact faculty perceptions to some extent. Wong et al. also noted a minimal impact on learner attitudes within quality improvement education, although they found that this was likely related to many trainees having favorable attitudes toward PSQI at baseline. Although a 1-year curriculum may be insufficient to change entrenched attitudes, it is also possible that curricular innovation must be accompanied by commitment at the departmental and institutional leadership level to promote a safety-oriented culture. Furthermore, changing PSQI education is likely only a first step toward changing culture. By building knowledge and confidence, one can work toward changing culture. Cultural changes happen gradually and will require more than just an educational program to make any dramatic shifts. Continued assessment in future years will help track trends in safety attitudes. Despite underwhelming SAQ scores, there is reason for optimism. Several residents involved in the PSQI curriculum have since volunteered to join hospital-based safety and quality-improvement committees, suggesting that SAQ may not adequately capture engagement. These findings reflect that changes in culture are difficult to achieve and likely require both time and institutional prioritization.

Kirkpatrick level 2B evaluation (“knowledge”) also demonstrated a positive change, with evidence of improvement in PSQI knowledge. Residents at institution A demonstrated significant improvement in their QIKAT-R scores, whereas residents at institution B showed no statistically significant improvement.

Evaluation of resident PSQI project proposals provides data on Kirkpatrick level 4 (“results”). Every resident at institution A participated in a PSQI project, and all projects were conducted in groups. The four resident-led projects developed during the course of the year were a dramatic shift from years prior when no PSQI projects were developed; the new curriculum likely accounted for this increase. In contrast, residents at institution B submitted no PSQI-related project proposals.

Now that education and experience in PSQI is mandated by the ACGME, otolaryngology faculty must determine how best to meet this requirement. A recent systematic review of PSQI education in otolaryngology demonstrated an increase in publications of PSQI projects related to resident education since 2008. Interestingly, none of the articles in this series pertained to formally integrated curricula on the fundamentals of PSQI. In fact, only a small number of the articles focused on integrating PSQI otolaryngology resident educational curricula. Most of these were published after the time frame of the systematic review. A primary example of a PSQI curriculum publication is that of Bowe et al., who also used the IHI web-based module series (restricted to the IHI Open School Basic Certificate program). The study involved PGY2, PGY3, and PGY4 otolaryngology residents and supplemented the IHI program with faculty-led lectures to reinforce module content. Residents served as their own controls. Learners were then assessed using several survey instruments, including two attitude-based surveys for PGY2s and the QIKAT-R and QICI for PGY3s and PGY4s. Similar to the present study, they found significant improvement in the QIKAT-R scores but no significant change in attitude-based surveys or the QICI results, which is in contrast to the current study.

In a commentary from 2015, McCormick et al. suggest beginning resident PSQI curricula with formal didactic lectures to introduce fundamental PSQI concepts. These didactics can be supplemented with web-based modules, faculty-led workshops, and “off-the-cuff” real-time safety and quality bedside discussions with residents. Experiential learning can be added by enhancing M&M to include systems-based discussions, root cause analyses of complications and near misses, and development of resident-driven projects. The authors acknowledged potential challenges to implementing these interventions, including lack of faculty knowledge and interest, lack of resident time and interest, and curriculum issues.

Publications evaluating otolaryngology PSQI curricula have been limited when compared with other specialties, perhaps because such curricula are not yet established in most residency programs. In a survey of program directors, Bowe found that although 90% of respondents felt PSQI education is important for a resident’s future success in otolaryngology, only 23% had a formal curriculum in their program. The greatest barriers to PSQI curriculum integration cited by program directors were lack of faculty PSQI expertise (cited by 75%) and lack of time due to competing educational demands (cited by 90%)—both predicted by McCormick et al. Fortunately, with numerous educational resources available, faculty content expertise is no longer necessary a priori in order for residents to learn PSQI concepts.

Another challenge after implementing a PSQI curriculum is evaluation of its success. Otolaryngology residency programs are much smaller than their counterparts in other fields, making it difficult to measure impact and external validity of single program interventions. One must thus rely on using two (or more) different programs to assess the potential influence of a PSQI curriculum. Certainly, involvement of more than one program results in unavoidable heterogeneity among study participants. For example, one cannot control for factors such as individual resident similarities or institutional outcomes. However, the two programs chosen to participate in this study were selected due to their numerous similarities. Both are academic institutions that serve primarily Medicaid populations; both care for similar high volume, urban poor populations who face...
similar social determinants of care; baseline knowledge and attitude survey scores were similar between the two institutions; and both had the same preintervention PSQI education program in place for their residents (M&M conferences based on resident-reported complications). Studies involving multiple programs are difficult to coordinate as a result of heterogeneity in structure and culture. This consideration was relevant to the present study. Implementing a new curriculum across multiple residency programs, along with rigorous evaluation methods, is a very resource-intensive endeavor. This is related to one of the limitations of this study, namely the low completion rates of survey instruments, particularly in institution B.

Both the study design (use of two nonidentical programs) and the lack of difference in patient safety attitudes after the educational intervention limit the conclusions that can be drawn from this study. Nonetheless, this study provides evidence that implementing a formal didactic and experiential curriculum in PSQI can improve resident knowledge and confidence. Changes in attitudes and safety culture are more elusive and likely take time, creativity, and championing by leadership. Additionally, this study shows that without a formal, dedicated PSQI curriculum, residents are unlikely to build the confidence and knowledge base necessary to be actively involved in performance improvement during residency and beyond.

CONCLUSION

Beyond meeting ACGME mandates, implementation of a PSQI curriculum is an effective way to develop residents’ knowledge of safety and quality concepts. A dedicated curriculum also builds confidence, both which are necessary skills for all future physicians in order to participate in PSQI efforts throughout their careers. Longer-term studies involving multiple institutions and additional educational interventions will be helpful in assessing the nature and durability of changes that occur, as well as tracking the impact upon safety attitudes and culture.
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